New Homeowner Guide
Stay one step (or more) ahead
of home maintenance

Welcome Home

We are so excited for you! You’re going to love life in your new home! And we
want to make sure you spend more time enjoying it than maintaining it so we
put this together to help you be proactive about home maintenance and stop
problems before they start. It provides advice from the minute you sign the offer
on your new home right through your first year of ownership.

Too busy to remember everything? Let Caboodl remember for you and
never miss important maintenance again!

Remind Me

Help Me Now

So You’re
Moving!

Congratulations!
Whether this is your first or forever home,
few things are more exciting (or stressful)
than moving.
No doubt you’ve got a long checklist of
things to do before you settle in: change
utilities, redirect mail, and plan the house
warming party!

Before you start, sign up for Homeowner
Reminders and get timely, seasonal advice
to ensure you don’t miss anything during
the first, chaotic, year in the new home.
Now, let’s get started…What’s the first step
in maintaining your new home?

But for many, maintenance of a new home
is often overlooked. Taking care of a few
things now will make life easier down the
road and allow you to enjoy the first year in
your new home that much more!
So let’s address some critical maintenance
that may not have been relevant in your old
home, isn't in your inspection report, and
you may not even know about – but that
will keep you safe and reduce problems
down the road.
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Ask the Experts
Just who is the expert on your new home?
Home inspector? Realtor? Contractor?
Actually, the best expert you can consult
may be the current homeowners.
Nobody knows your new home as well as
the people in it right now, so get some key
details from them to help you learn the
intricacies of your new home. Here are
some ideas to get you going.

✓

When was the last time they did
the follow critical maintenance?
✓ Cleaned eavestroughs
✓ Cleaned dryer vents
✓ Serviced HVAC, Hot Water
Tank, Sump Pump

✓

Names or colour codes for paint
colours in each room

✓

Names of contractors that did
renovations

✓

If there’s a garden or pool who
maintained it?

✓

Where were appliances purchased
and is there any warranty left?

✓

Best of the neighbourhood - Go-to
coffee shops. Best deep-dish pizza.
Booziest brunch caesar.
Community activities, farmer’s
markets, dog parks, etc.

Pro Tip:
Leave your list of questions
with a thank-you note and housewarming
gift for the current owners
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Advice from a Realtor
The average Canadian will own 5 homes in their lifetime. That’s a surprisingly high number but still
not enough to figure out the whole process. So we talked with one of Toronto’s top Realtors for
advice to get you through the process and start off life in your new home on the right foot.
Caboodl - What’s the first thing to know about
making the move to a new home easier?
Melanie Wright - Whether you’re buying or
selling it’s important to start with a realistic plan
for the process. Without a plan, you’re likely to
run into problems before you even set foot in your
new home. Create a checklist of important tasks
and timelines so you can hold everyone in the
process accountable. Your Realtor should act as
the point-person but it takes a number of
professionals to get you into a new home so hire
a Realtor with strong relationships including:
lawyers, contractors, designers, cleaners,
organizers and home maintenance providers like
Caboodl.
Caboodl - Great! So once we’ve got our plan
what’s next?
Melanie - Get organized early. Create a physical
or digital folder for your new home and group
similar items together. Group by category (e.g
warranties, purchase receipts, user manuals) or
by room (kitchen, mechanical, bedrooms),
whatever makes it easier to find later.

Keep a subfolder for floor plans and drawings or
ideas for future renovations & upgrades. Storing
everything in one place helps you access
important details about your home and makes it
easier to keep track of things in the event you
need to reference something or move again.
Caboodl - Is there a final piece of advice you’d like
to leave with future homeowners?
Melanie - Start a maintenance routine early. One
of the biggest issues sellers have maximizing their
sale price is poor maintenance. Just like a checkup
with your doctor or tune-up for your car, routine
maintenance is important for a home’s operation
and longevity. Your home is probably your largest
investment and establishing a routine and
completing regular maintenance keeps you ahead
of problems and reduces the stress of unexpected
(and costly) repairs. Regular maintenance is a key
factor in maintaining - and growing - the value of
your home, ensuring that you get top dollar to help
you in retirement or make your next home more
affordable. Plus, knowing that you’re on top of
maintenance allows you to enjoy your home with
less worry.

Melanie and Lindsay founded the Wright Sisters Group in
Melanie Wright
Broker/Owner

1999 and have grown it into one of Toronto’s most soughtafter real estate brokerages. Her unique knowledge and
insights come from a lifetime working in real estate.

Wright Sisters Group
wrightsisters.com

The Wright Sisters team know that you have unique needs

info@wrightsisters.com

they’ve built over 20 years, and thousands of transactions,

@wrightgroup

ensure your needs are front and centre - from your first

so they approach every client differently but the processes

meeting until well after moving day.

Let us know you’re a Wright Sisters client when you sign up
for a HomeCare plan and receive a complimentary
mechanical service valued at $249.

Moving Day
Sarah Grant
Founder & Lead
Organizer at
be.neat studio
beneatstudio.com
@be.neatstudio

Moving can be stressful so we went to an
expert for her best tips to make your move a
little less difficult.

Start early. Pack in categories
Begin with less frequently used items (i.e. books or
off-season items). Consider what you actually
intend to use and enjoy in your new space and only
pack things you truly need and value. Donate or sell
unwanted items in advance.

Label boxes with destination rooms
As the founder of be.neat studio, Sarah
draws upon her training in interior
decorating & design, work experience at
HGTV, and her own personal transition to
parenthood and homeownership. be.neat
studio helps families get the most out of
their space through decluttering and
home organization. Clients credit Sarah’s
boundless energy, warm and
generous spirit, and great eye for helping
them navigate all stages of a move.

Put temporary signs up in the new house so movers
know exactly where to go. Use subcategories like
‘kitchen dishes’ and ‘kitchen pantry’ to keep larger
categories sorted.

Before unpacking, plan where
things should go
Start with frequently used items and factor in size
and usage habits as you give everything an
appropriately accessible place. For instance,
establish zones in the kitchen around available
space, power, water and dishwasher access.
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Before Moving
Any Boxes
It will never be as easy to work on your
house as it is when there’s nothing in it. So,
before you move any boxes, make a list of
work to complete when the house is
empty.

Some things to consider…
✓

Repairing walls and touching up
paint

✓

Redoing the caulking on
baseboards, trim, windows, sinks,
etc.

✓

Wash the walls, baseboards, and
trim

✓

Repairing damaged flooring

✓

A full deep clean. We’re talking
inside cabinets, behind washers
and dryers, shampooing carpets,
and cleaning under sofas

Pro Tip:
Protect your floors
by laying towels along the bottom of
walls to collect any water that runs
down while washing walls.
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Get
Acquainted
Once you're all moved in, there
are a few critical things to
familiarize yourself with. Get
out your home inspection report,
take a walk and familiarize
yourself with the following:

✓

Emergency water shutoff – Where is it? Test that it
works.

✓

Fixture shutoffs – Check for isolation valves on all
plumbing fixtures (toilets, sinks, washing machines,
etc.). Test the valves. Working shutoffs can save
thousands of dollars if a leak or burst pipe occurs.

✓

Gas meter – Where is it? Does it have excessive
rust?

✓

Electrical panel – Is it properly labelled? Are any
knockout plates missing?

✓

Sump pump – Do you have one? Does it have a
battery backup? Does it work?

✓

Backflow valve – Do you have one and does it work?

✓

Furnace – Note where the power shutoff switch is.
What size furnace filters does it use? Do you have a
humidifier? When was it last serviced?

✓

Hot water tank – If it’s a rental, note the servicing
company. Test the T&P valve. What temperature is it
set to? When was the last time it was serviced?

✓

Test the drains – Are there any clogs or slow drains
that need to be fixed?

✓

Smoke & CO alarms – Note their expiry dates.
Smoke and CO alarms should be on every floor, and
close to any combustion/heat source (stove,
mechanical room, laundry room). Are the alarms
interconnected? Test their operation. Replace any
batteries.

✓

Check your downspouts to make sure that drain
water drains to a minimum of 6 ft. from your
foundation.
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Maximize Your Space
More than ever the rooms in our homes need to serve multiple purposes. Your kitchen may
transition from breakfast spot to office & homework station to entertaining space in a single day.
So we asked the FOHR DESIGN STUDIO INC. team for advice to make spaces more functional.

Storage. Storage. Storage.
Extra storage is a must when using a room
for multiple purposes. Have specific storage
for each of your room’s functions. This
allows you to quickly pack up the ‘office’ and
transition the room to its next purpose.
Storage can be custom-built or a simple IKEA
cabinet. We love a good IKEA hack!

Light it up!
One of the most overlooked aspects in
creating versatile space. Multiple lighting
options allow a space to function properly as
you transition from one activity to another.
Use a mixture of pot lights, hanging fixtures,
wall sconces, and table or floor lamps to light
a space and always put lighting on
dimmers! This allows you to have bright task
lighting for meal prep or paperwork and
mood lighting for entertaining guests.

Quality over Quantity
You get what you pay for! That’s especially
important if your dining room chair is also
your office chair. Quality furniture stands the
test of time so you won’t end up with back
pain after six months of working at the
kitchen table. Don’t be afraid to go custom!
You may pay more but you’ll get exactly
what you need plus custom furniture allows
you to build in added storage and use
treated fabrics that stand up to anything a
toddler can throw at it.
FOHR DESIGN STUDIO INC.
offer full scope interior design
services that deliver beautiful
and functional spaces through
a client-designer relationship
based on collaboration and
integrity.
fohrdesign.com
info@fohrdesign.com
Rania Ismail Cherry &
Heather Lewis

Instagram: @fohrdesignstudio
Facebook: @fohrdesign
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Check Major Appliances
Your home inspection report probably doesn’t look at your appliances in detail, but they are
used daily, are more likely to break down than bigger systems like a furnace or hot water tank,
and have a huge impact on your life when they’re out of commission. The following steps can
make sure they’re in good working order to help avoid unplanned breakdowns.

1. Washer & Dryer

2. Dishwasher

• Replace rubber water supply lines with
braided stainless steel lines that are less
prone to bursting.
• Replace any lines older than 5 years or
showing signs of damage/stress.
• Look inside the dyer’s lint filter housing
slot for lint. That’s a good indication that
you need to have your dryer serviced. Lint
build-up inside dryer vents, and inside the
dryer itself, reduces drying efficiency – that
means more money spent on utilities – and
increases the risk of fire!

• Dishwasher supply lines should be
replaced every five years.
• Remove the manual filter, if present, and
give it a good clean with an old
toothbrush. This needs to be done as often
as each month, depending on how
frequently your dishwasher is used.

Pro Tip:
Use copper water supply lines
for dishwasher and refrigerator water
supply to reduce the risk of flooding.

3. Refrigerator
• If your fridge has an ice maker or water
dispenser, check the water supply for
plastic lines and saddles valves.
• Prevent torn gaskets on your fridge and
freezer by wiping them with a warm damp
cloth to remove any crumbs or spills within
the folds of the gasket.

Fire Risk:

Flood Risk:

14,000 dryer fires occur each year!
Reduce the risk by servicing your
dryer and vents regularly and keep a
fire extinguisher close-to but not in
your laundry room.

Saddle valves are easy to install
but notorious for leaking. You’ll find
them in appliance and HVAC
applications. Replace them with a
proper tee fitting.
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Caboodl HomeCare

TM

Protects Your Home

Home Maintenance on
Autopilot

Personalized proactive
maintenance for your
entire home + systems.

Ditch lists and reminders.
Maintenance is taken care of
automatically.

Prepared for any
Home Issue

Caboodl knows the details
about your home. No
matter what you need, we
can help!

Built just for you
Start with critical
maintenance

BI-ANNUAL

40pt
HomeCheck
Service

Add services for maximum protection and
simplicity

+

Hot Water Tank
Service

Furnace
Service

Air Conditioner
Service

Eavestrough
Cleaning

Handyperson
Winterization
Dryer Vent Cleaning
Sump Pump
Caulking
& more…

1 2 3

Starting is easy…
A Caboodl Home Expert
will conduct a free
assessment of your
home’s maintenance
needs.

We personalize a plan
with rotating service
on all your systems so
nothing gets ignored.

Book Free Assessment

Choose the services you
want. Pay a manageable
monthly fee and we take
care of the rest!

Congratulations

again on your new home!
This next year will go by quickly, so stay on top of seasonal
maintenance by signing up for our Homeowner
Maintenance Reminders. You’ll receive monthly reminders
during the first year in your new home – based on the time
of year – so you don’t worry about missing critical steps in
maintaining your new home.

Remind Me

“

“I love this! It’s a great way
to make sure you stay on top
of home maintenance. The
service was great! Highly
recommend for home
owners out there!”
★★★★★
Caboodl Client, Peter Lowas
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